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Autocadis computer-aided design (CAD) software that is used for
precise 2D and 3D drafting, design, and modeling with solids,
surfaces, mesh objects, documentation features, and more. It
includes features to automate tasks and increase productivity
such as comparing drawings, counting, adding objects, and
creating tables. It also comes with seven industry-specific toolsets
for electrical design, plant design, architecture layout drawings,
mechanical design, 3D mapping, adding scanned images, and
converting raster images. AutoCAD enables users to create, edit,
and annotate drawings via desktop, web, and mobile devices.
7290264 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for applying an aspect
ratio to a text box. 7624003 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for
applying an aspect ratio to a text box. 7614367 - AutoCAD
Mechanical 2016: Fix for correcting the first table of a BOM.
7320372 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for adjusting SBOs for
mechanics. 6995353 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for AutoCAD
Mechanical 2016 and AutoCAD LT 2016 Toolbars crashing after
starting Autocad LT 2016. 7241691 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016:
Fix for auto application of editing dimensions in a selection.
7075660 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for preventing a Report
Server dialog from appearing when saving report data. 7672495 -
AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for an issue where some users with
external ACADRMX XML files couldn't print if they had an access
denied error after clicking Print. This only applies if the.ACADXML
file is in a share for which the user is also a local administrator.
7703935 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for wrong geospatial
editing axis not set after creating a new object. 7178497 -
AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for publishing a drawing or
database using a numeric user name. 7188021 - AutoCAD
Mechanical 2016: Fix for Issues with Convert Point tool not
creating objects. 7600536 - AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for
Copy and Paste tool not copying or pasting the selection. 7027127
- AutoCAD Mechanical 2016: Fix for options dialog text not
updating correctly.
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